Dr. Ajay K Singh – My Saviour and a Divine Mentor
Don’t really know from where shall I begin my experience of Divine healing, love and care that Singh Sir
has showered on me.
I was Sir’s student (M.com batch 07-09). I had never imagined during those two years that his surreal
aura and kindness would turn around my life completely. He once shared in college that he helps
people to overcome their problems by giving healings. College ended in April’09 and I had not even a
faintest idea that I would meet Singh Sir again.
It was in Dec 2009, I got to know that I am having neurocysticercosis – brain tuberculosis. I was under
medication and things were pretty under control till feb 2010 when Pleural Effusion was found in my
right lung suggesting that tuberculosis has affected my right lung as well. I was completely bed ridden
and miserable, trying my best to overcome it. I gave up the battle with my ailment in August 2010 when
TB reached my abdomen too and some enlarged iliac lymphnodes were detected therein. My life was
surrounded by doctors, hospitals, medicines, misery, frustration and darkness. I was shattered
completely and to be honest I became suicidal. It happened during that time, from nowhere I thought
to get in touch with Singh Sir and ask him if he could help me too the way he helps people by healings.
I called him up one evening and with my chocked throat told him about what I was going through and
that I need his help to bring back some positivity in my life. He immediately assured me that he would
help me out and asked me to write my whole issue and mail it to him. I did the same but his reply
actually confused me . My mail had all details of my prolonged TB ailment, what are the doctors
suggesting me etc etc and his mail said something like this
“ Sending you blessings of Sri Sri Ravi Shankar ji. You can take blessings thrice a day by giving missed call
on my cell. All the best .”
I was a little shocked, I expected that considering the intensity of my problem he probably would call me
to his clinic or something and give some power healings but here he was advising me of giving him
missed calls. I did not believe that I will be cured from such a grave disease through that distant
mechanism of blessing treatment. But, thankfully I was proved wrong. Not only my suicidal tendencies
were gone but also I felt easy with medicines. Although the blessings were working on me still I had a
perception in mind that I would recover much faster if he gives me power healings by meeting
personally. After a couple of months I called him to thank and asked him if I could come and meet him in
person which he kindly accepted. It was in January end or February beginning 2011, I had to go to meet
him in DSE (Delhi School of Economics) but unfortunately on the same day I got an intolerable pain in my
stomach and was rushed to hospital. Doctors suggested that TB has now infected my intestine and it is
quite serious issue. They said if the pain persists it had to be operated and there is no other solution. I
was in tears when I called Singh Sir to seek his help again. I was holding my stomach tightly with my
hand while talking to him on phone, he said he is sending blessings and I would be relieved soon. As
soon as I hung up the phone, the pain was gone. “GONE” here means totally vanished. I just could not
understand that phenomena which created that miracle in a fraction of second from such a distance. At
that moment amidst tears of gratitude I realized the magnanimity of the blessings that Singh Sir used to

send. Through his extraordinary persona, he made me realize that there are much higher levels of
existence than what we can perceive from our small mind. It was obvious that I could not understand
that rationale behind the working of blessings with a narrow rational mind.
A couple of months later, I got a CT scan for whole abdomen done. There were good improvements in
the size of multiple lymph nodes in the abdomen but what really shocked my doctor was the fact that
the infection of TB in intestine vanished completely. With the progress of my recovery, he was really
surprised. He also mentioned, he has seen many patients in the past with such amount of tuberculosis
(in various parts of body) being passed away. Inside my heart I knew that it was Singh Sir’s blessings
which had created the wonder. With his constant support and guidance I finally won the battle with
tuberculosis in January 2012.
Also, It was only because of Singh Sir that I started believing Sri Sri Ravi Shankar ji and I took my first
course under Art of Living in September 2011. From a skeptic , I now am a devotee of Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
and am working as a volunteer for Art of Living for the past one year. Life could not be more fulfilling
then what it is now. Wisdom, Devotion , Life, Compassion – I am learning their true essence through Sri
Sri’s teachings. All this has happened because of Singh Sir’s influence in my life. It is said that, the one
introduce you to your real Self is called a Guru (Master), I don’t know what to call that Angel who takes
you to a Guru. For me its , Singh Sir.
The respect and love for Singh Sir increased even more when last month, I went to meet him for the first
time in these four years. He carries the Grace so naturally and His peaceful aura is really uplifting. Not
even for a minute I felt hesitant in speaking my heart out in front of him.
His always ready to help attitude inclines me to seek his help whenever every other solution fails to
work. In fact, I would like to add one more small incident which happened just two days back on 10th
May 2013. I was having terrible pain in one of my wisdom tooth and even after taking all the antibiotics
and painkillers, which the dentist has prescribed, there was no sign of relief in the pain. I was awake the
whole night because the pain was really acute. In the morning Singh Sir sent me blessings of Sri Sri and
along with it he also did energy healing of Master Del Pe. The pain was not only subsided but also it did
not reoccur the whole day. I was surprised by the mechanism which Singh Sir uses to not only heal a
particular concern but also to know how much healing is required to solve it.
I can go on writing down my deep gratitude for Singh Sir for His unconditional love and care which he
has bestowed upon me and His uncountable kind gestures which always uplifts me from whirlpool of
grief. His presence in my life is indeed a blessing in itself.

I am indebted to Him for everything !!

